A random graph is a collection of vertices and edges connecting pairs of them at random based on edge probabilities (Newman et al. 2001; Hatano and Mesbahi 2005). The theory of random graphs was introduced by Erdős and Rényi (1960) to give a probabilistic construction of a graph with large girth and large chromatic number after discovering that, in graph theory, probabilistic methods are effective in addressing extremal problems (Bollobás 2001; Frieze and Karoński 2016) . The theory of random graphs, thus, lies at the crossroads of probability theory and graph theory (Hatano and Mesbahi 2005). By and large, complex networks have distinctive empirical properties and they grow in an unpredictable manner. From social networks to the World Wide Web to biological networks, challenges are faced in understanding their structure and development. The theory of random graphs is widely used to model and analyze most complex networks for studying their behavior and for capturing the uncertainty and the lack of regularity. Over the past two decades, a volume of random graph models have been developed to capture the behavior of small-world and scale-free complex networks.
developed in the quest for the recent advances and placing the developments in a unified framework to facilitate a systematic study.
Book review
The book is organized into an introductory chapter and three other parts. The first chapter introduces complex networks, their empirical properties and the kinds of random graph models investigated in the book in order to form an inspiration for the subsequent parts. The first part gives the basic probabilistic tools used in the later parts and describes branching processes. The second part covers the classical Erdős-Rényi random graph and the third part discusses advanced models for complex real-world networks.
Part I
The second chapter describes basic results in probability theory and discusses convergence of random variables, large deviations, martingales, coupling, extreme value theory and the first and second moment methods. The third chapter describes branching processes with special attention to Poisson offspring distribution and their relationship with binomial offspring distribution.
Part II
Chapter 4 studies the Erdős-Rényi random graph. Its phase transition and connected components are described in terms of branching processes. The chapter also proves that the largest connected component exhibits a phase transition. Chapter 5 further investigates various other characteristics of the Erdős-Rényi random graph while focusing on its critical behavior, connectivity threshold, and degree structure.
Part III
Chapter 6 studies inhomogeneous and generalized random graphs. Chapter 7 investigates graphs with fixed degrees and draws associations between the generalized random graphs described in Chapter 6 and the configuration model. Chapter 8 investigates preferential attachment models that describe networks where the numbers of edges and vertices grow linearly with time. The chapter also shows the behavior of the proportion of vertices with a fixed degree as a function of time.
Price
The book is available in hardback in an easily affordable price.
Critical comments
What makes the book particularly interesting is that it provides all important preliminaries for readers not having the basic background knowledge of random graphs. However, the book does not include necessary proofs of the preliminary results and only provides pointers to the literature. Moreover, as the book is intended for a graduate course, it would have been useful for students and instructors to have had the book accompanied with online or on-disk supplementary material, such as lecture slides, sample exams with solutions and learning assessments.
